
Getting over separation/divorce
Separating or breaking up with a loved one for any reason can be very traumatic and can cause a number of stress 
related symptoms. It is important to remember that you can rebuild a life for youself. This self help sheet provides
some tips on how to cope.          

Take your time 
   Allow yourself time to go through the emotions and express them. Let it out.Talk to friend’s 
   relatives and anyone who will offer support. Many people have gone through the same 
   process and talking to someone who has experienced it can often help.

Don't blame yourself or be hard on yourself if you feel you are reacting badly. Separation
and divorce is a traumatic life event, which turns your world upside down. 

Don’t blame yourself  

  Keep to a good diet. Exercise regularly, which will help with stress. Do not drown your 
  sorrows with Alcohol, however tempting it is, it will only make you feel worse.

Keep to a healthy routine

Spend some time on you. Pamper yourself. Have a relaxing massage or spa break. Buy 
yourself flowers, do things that YOU want to do, whether its a holiday, weekend break or 
just a social evening. 

Be nice to yourself 

     Don't spend too much time on your own, especially in the early stages. Also change your 
     routine, join a class and meet new people    

Keep busy

Make a plan for the future. Looking forward and planning for the future helps to keep 
you motivated. Setting goals also enables you to focus the mind.

Set some future goals

  Take time to recover first. Separation or divorce is a painful emotion filled time. Don’t jump
   back into another relationship. Give youself time to process the emotions and feelings.
  Rebound relationships can often fail and cause you even more emotional pain.

Don't rush to find a replacement

Think about what either of you might have done to cause the situation. When you get 
 this understanding it's easier to get over it, as you are taking responsibility for your part 
  and gaining self knowledge for the future.

Try to understand what you both might have done to cause the break-up

Write down your feelings & stay positive
Writing your feelings onto paper enables you to distance yourself from them. Stay
positive, for example take your worse negative thought and turn it into an affirmation. 
e.g."I'll never find someone else." becomes "There are loads of attractive people out there"

When to seek help
If you are having difficulty getting over it and still feel dreadful then its time 

to seek professional help because lack of understanding can make you feel worse. 

To recover you must start having emotional faith in yourself once again.
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